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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

This report reflects information that was obtained during an audit of Australia’s meat 
inspection system from October 16 through November 3, 2000. Nine of the ninety-nine 
establishments certified to export meat to the United States were audited. Eight of these were 
slaughter establishments; the other one was conducting processing operations. 

The last audit of the Australian meat inspection system was conducted in May 1999. Twelve 
establishments were audited: nine were acceptable (est. 04, 07, 294, 239, 235, 558, 716, 648, 
1013), and three were evaluated as acceptable/re-review (est. 517, 688, 1471). The concerns 
from that audit were: 
•	 Zero tolerance defects were observed in the boning room and/or the carcass coolers of 

five plants (est. 235, 716, 648, 688, and 239). 
•	 Condensation was observed above exposed product and/or above exposed product 

trafficways (est. 04 and 517). 
• Rodent activity was noted inside 5 establishments (est. 558, 1013, 517, 07, and 688). 
• Plastic strip doors were in use in exposed product areas in most establishments. 

During this new audit, two of the establishments recommended for re-review, were 
included in the new itinerary, (est. 517 and 688); the other (Est.1471) was not certified at the 
time. These deficiencies were addressed in this year’s audit and were found to be corrected. 

Any meat or meat product produced in a U.S.-certified establishment is eligible to be 
exported to the United States. 

During January 1 to October 31, 2000, Australian establishments exported nearly 619 million 
pounds of beef and slightly more than 82 million pounds of mutton, lamb and goat to the 
U.S. Port-of-entry (POE) rejections were for processing defects (0.02% of the total), 
miscellaneous defects (0.007%), contamination (0.05%), pathological defects (0.02%), and 
transportation damage and missing shipping marks (0.17% combined). 

PROTOCOL 

This on-site audit was conducted in four parts. One part involved visits with Australian 
national meat inspection officials to discuss oversight programs and practices, including 
enforcement activities. The second entailed an audit of a selection of records in the meat 



inspection headquarters facilities and at other sites. Establishments for on site audit were 
selected from a group of 25 drawn from the total list of 99 U.S.-certified establishments. 
Nine were selected for on site visits and the remainder of the 25 were chosen for centralized 
records audits. This selection was based on volume of product exported, the volume of 
border rejections and the reason thereof, previous problems and managerial units.  The third 
was conducted by on-site visits to establishments. The fourth was a visit to two laboratories, 
one performing analytical testing of field samples for the national residue testing program, 
and the other culturing field samples for the presence of microbiological contamination with 
Salmonella. 

Australia’s program effectiveness was assessed by evaluating five areas of risk: (1) 
sanitation controls, including the implementation and operation of Sanitation Standard 
Operating Procedures (SSOPs), (2) animal disease controls, (3) residue controls, (4) 
slaughter/ processing controls, including the implementation and operation of Hazard 
Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) systems and the generic Escherichia coli 
testing program, and (5) enforcement controls, including the testing program for Salmonella 
species. 

During all on-site establishment visits, the auditor evaluated the nature, extent, and degree to 
which findings impacted on food safety and public health, as well as overall program 
delivery. The auditor also determined if establishment and inspection system controls were 
in place. Establishments that do not have effective controls in place to prevent, detect and 
eliminate product contamination/adulteration are considered unacceptable and therefore 
ineligible to export products to the U.S., and are delisted accordingly by the country’s meat 
inspection officials (this was the case with one establishment—see below). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Summary 

Based on the performance of the individual establishments, Australia’s “In-Plant Inspection 
System Performance” was evaluated as In-Plant System Controls In Place. 

Effective inspection system controls were found to be in place in eight of the establishments 
audited; one establishment, 533, was found to be unacceptable. Details of audit findings, 
including compliance with HACCP, SSOPs, and testing programs for Salmonella and generic 
E. coli, are discussed later in this report. 

The last audit of the Australian meat inspection system was conducted in May 1999. Twelve 
establishments were audited: nine were acceptable (est. 04, 07, 294, 239, 235, 558, 716, 648, 
1013), and three were evaluated as acceptable/re-review (est. 517, 688, 1471). The concerns 
from that audit were: zero tolerance defects were observed in the boning room and/or the 
carcass coolers of five plants (Est. 235, 716, 648, 688, and 239); condensation was observed 
above exposed product and/or above exposed product trafficways (Est. 04 and 517); rodent 
activity was noted inside 5 establishments (Est. 558, 1013, 517, 07, and 688); plastic strip 
doors were in use in exposed product areas in most establishments. During this new audit, 
the auditor determined that these deficiencies were found to be corrected. 
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Entrance Meeting 

On October 16, an entrance meeting was held in the Canberra offices of the Australian 
Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS), and was attended by Dr. Peter Miller, National 
Operations Manager; Dr. Jonathan Webber, Manager National Residue Program; 
Mr. Steven Bailey, National Manager Program Services; Mr. Neville Spencer, Executive 

Officer; Dr. Kiran Johar, Principal Veterinary Officer; Mr. Paul Smith, Meat Inspection 
Division Branch; Mr. Stephen Richardson, Technical Services Branch; Dr. Charles Bosgra, 
Area Technical Manager Coordinator (Canberra); Dr. Peter McGregor, Senior Area 
Technical Manager (Victoria); Dr. Roger Turner, Senior Area Technical Manager (New 
South Wales); Dr. Steven Tidswell, Area Technical Manager (Canberra); and Dr. M. Douglas 
Parks, International Audit Staff Officer, USDA FSIS. 

Topics of discussion included the following: 

1. The sampling rate of sheep for generic E. coli and Salmonella testing. 

2. The size of the sampling site on bobby calves. 

3. The discarding of small stock heads before post mortem inspection. 

4. Annual assessment of HACCP program. 

5. The equivalence of HACCP and the Meat Hygiene Assessment (MHA) scheme. 

6. Systems Audits. 

7. Information on rejected imports at U.S. Import Stations. 

8. The monitoring of Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP). 

Headquarters Audit 

There have been no changes in the organizational structure or upper levels of inspection 
staffing since the last U.S. audit of Australia’s inspection system in May 1999. 

To gain an accurate overview of the effectiveness of inspection controls, FSIS requested that 
the audits of the individual establishments be led by the inspection officials who normally 
conduct the periodic reviews for compliance with U.S. specifications. The FSIS auditor 
(hereinafter called “the auditor”) observed and evaluated the process. 

The auditor conducted a review of inspection system documents pertaining to the 
establishments listed for records review. This records review was conducted at the 
headquarters of the inspection service, at a district or regional office or other convenient site. 
The records review focused primarily on food safety hazards and included the following: 

• Internal review reports. 
• Supervisory visits to establishments that were certified to export to the U.S. 
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• Training records for inspectors and laboratory personnel. 
• Label approval records such as generic labels, and animal raising claims. 
•	 New laws and implementation documents such as regulations, notices, directives and 

guidelines. 
• Sampling and laboratory analyses for residues. 
•	 Pathogen reduction and other food safety initiatives such as SSOPs, HACCP 

programs, generic E. coli testing and Salmonella testing. 
• Sanitation, slaughter and processing inspection procedures and standards. 
•	 Control of products from livestock with conditions such as tuberculosis, cysticercosis, 

etc., and of inedible and condemned materials. 
• Export product inspection and control including export certificates. 
•	 Enforcement records, including examples of criminal prosecution, consumer 

complaints, recalls, seizure and control of noncompliant product, and withholding, 
suspending, withdrawing inspection services from or delisting an establishment that is 
certified to export product to the United States. 

No concerns arose as a result the examination of these documents. 

Government Oversight 

All inspection veterinarians and inspectors in establishments certified by Australia as eligible 
to export meat products to the United States were full-time AQIS employees, receiving no 
remuneration from either industry or establishment personnel. 

Establishment Audits 

Ninety-nine establishments were certified to export meat products to the United States at the 
time this audit was conducted. Nine establishments were visited for on-site audits. In eight 
of the nine establishments visited, both AQIS inspection system controls and establishment 
system controls were in place to prevent, detect and control contamination and adulteration 
of products. 

Laboratory Audits 

During the laboratory audits, emphasis was placed on the application of procedures and 
standards that were equivalent to U.S. requirements. Information about the following risk 
areas was also collected: 

1. Government oversight of accredited, approved, and private laboratories. 
2. Intra-laboratory quality assurance procedures, including sample handling. 

3. Methodology. 

The Chemical Residue Laboratory in Brisbane was audited on October 31, 2000. 
Effective controls were in place for sample handling and frequency, timely analysis, data 
reporting, tissue matrices for analysis, equipment operation and printouts, minimum 
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detection levels, recovery frequency, percent recoveries, and corrective actions. The 
methods used for the analyses were acceptable. No compositing of samples was done. 

The check sample program did meet FSIS requirements. Check samples for each analyst are 
on a monthly basis and samples between laboratories are run every three months. Australia’s 
microbiological testing for Salmonella was being performed in private laboratories. One of 
these, the Symbio Alliance Laboratory in Brisbane was audited. The auditor determined that 
the system met the criteria established for the use of private laboratories under FSIS’s 
Pathogen Reduction/HACCP rule. These criteria are: 

1.	 The laboratories have been accredited/approved by the government, accredited by 
third party accrediting organization with oversight by the government, or a 
government contract laboratory. 

2.	 The laboratories have properly trained personnel, suitable facilities and equipment, a 
written quality assurance program, and reporting and record-keeping capabilities. 

3.	 Results of analyses are being reported to the government or simultaneously to the 
government and establishment. 

Establishment Operations by Establishment Number 

The following operations were being conducted in the nine establishments:


Beef and sheep slaughter and boning – five establishments (195, 533, 640, 688, and 3085)

Beef slaughter and boning – one establishment (517)

Beef and sheep processing only – one establishment (297)

Sheep slaughter and boning – two establishments (2309 and 572)


SANITATION CONTROLS


Based on the on-site audits of establishments, Australia’s inspection system had controls in 
place for basic establishment facilities, condition of facilities, product protection and 
handling and establishment sanitation program. 

Sanitation Standard Operating Procedures (SSOPs) 

Each establishment was evaluated to determine if the basic FSIS regulatory requirements for 
SSOPs were met, according to the criteria employed in the U.S. domestic inspection 
program. The data collection instrument used accompanies this report (Attachment A). 

The SSOPs were found to meet the basic FSIS regulatory requirements, with only occasional 
minor variations except as listed below and in establishment 533. In this establishment 
critical deficiencies were noted on carcasses after the pre-boning trim, in the boning room 
and on product after vacuum packaging. One general problem seen was that there was no 
effective system in place for detection and removal of urine spillage on sheep carcasses 
during the dressing procedure. 
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Cross-Contamination 

1.	 A carcass trim operator was observed not sanitizing hands and equipment between 
carcasses for pathology removals (Est. 533). 

2.	 Poison baits for rodent control in production related areas (Est. 517), no monitoring 
devices for rodents inside the plant (Est. 297 and 572). 

3. Feces found on product after pre-trim station (Est. 195, 533 and 3085). 
4.	 Adrenal glands found on sheep carcasses in the cooler and in the boning room (Est. 572 

and 640). 
5. Condensate was observed above exposed product (Est. 688 and 3085). 
6. Product conveyor belt was not constructed for cleaning underneath (Est. 2309). 
7.	 The correct procedure for re-conditioning of dropped carcasses was not being followed 

(Est. 533 and 688). 
8.	 No effective procedure for detection and removal of urine spillage on sheep carcasses 

(Est. 533, 572, 2309, and 3085). 

Dressing procedures of carcasses in the slaughter department need more attention to detail 
and correction (see above 3, 4, 7 and 8). The establishment and inspection management rely 
heavily on “Work Instructions” to be in place. More monitoring and corrections of these 
Work Instructions is needed. The Work Instructions are the directions given to each job 
position holder, telling him/her how to accomplish the duties associated with their position. 
These are verbally given and a written sheet of the instructions is usually posted near the 
work position. 

ANIMAL DISEASE CONTROLS 

Australia’s inspection system had controls in place to ensure adequate animal identification, 
ante-mortem and post-mortem inspection procedures and dispositions, condemned and 
restricted product control, and procedures for sanitary handling of returned and rework 
product. 

There were reported to have been no outbreaks of animal diseases with public-health 
significance since the previous U.S. audit. 

RESIDUE CONTROLS 

Australia’s National Residue Testing Plan for 2000 was being followed, and was on 
schedule. The Australian inspection system had adequate controls in place to ensure 
compliance with sampling and reporting procedures and storage and use of chemicals. 

SLAUGHTER/PROCESSING CONTROLS 

The Australian inspection system had controls in place to ensure adequate operations in 
humane handling, slaughter, ingredients, formulations and packaging materials. 
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HACCP Implementation 

All establishments approved to export meat products to the U.S. are required to have 
developed and implemented a Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) system. 
Each of these systems was evaluated according to the criteria employed in the U.S. domestic 
inspection program. The data collection instrument used accompanies this report 
(Attachment B). 

The HACCP programs were found to meet the basic FSIS regulatory requirements, with the 
exception of establishment 297. In this establishment’s HACCP hazard analysis and plan, 
the temperature of the incoming carcasses was not addressed (see attachment B questions 3 
& 6). 

Testing for Generic E. coli 

Australia has adopted the FSIS regulatory requirements for E. coli testing. 

Eight of the establishments audited were required to meet the basic FSIS regulatory 
requirements for generic E. coli testing, and were audited and evaluated according to the 
criteria employed in the U.S. domestic inspection program. The data collection instrument 
used accompanies this report (Attachment C). Two problems that exist in many 
establishments (attachment C questions 3 & 7) are the location of sampling in the plant is not 
written in the testing plan and the carcass selection was not completely random. 

The E. coli testing programs were found to meet the basic FSIS regulatory requirements. 
Australia has requested an equivalence determination from FSIS regarding the generic E. coli 
sampling requirements for minor species, e.g., sheep and goats. 

Additionally, establishments had adequate controls in place to prevent meat products 
intended for Australian domestic consumption from being commingled with products eligible 
for export to the U.S. 

ENFORCEMENT CONTROLS 

Inspection System Controls 

The AQIS inspection system controls [ante-and post-mortem inspection procedures and 
dispositions, control of restricted product and inspection samples, control and disposition of 
dead, dying, diseased or disabled animals, boneless meat reinspection, shipment security, 
including shipment between establishments, prevention of commingling of product intended 
for export to the United States with domestic product, monitoring and verification of 
establishment programs and controls (including the taking and documentation of corrective 
actions under HACCP plans), inspection supervision and documentation, the importation of 
only eligible livestock or poultry from other countries (i.e., only from eligible countries and 
certified establishments within those countries), and the importation of only eligible meat or 
poultry products from other counties for further processing] were in place and effective in 
ensuring that products produced by the establishment were wholesome, unadulterated, and 
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properly labeled. In addition, adequate controls were found to be in place for security items, 
shipment security, and products entering the establishments from outside sources. 

Testing for Salmonella Species 

Eight of the establishments audited were required to meet the basic FSIS regulatory 
requirements for Salmonella testing, and were evaluated according to the criteria employed 
in the U.S. domestic inspection program. The data collection instrument used accompanies 
this report (Attachment D). 

Australia has adopted the FSIS regulatory requirements for Salmonella testing. 

The Salmonella testing programs were found to meet the basic FSIS regulatory requirements. 

Species Verification Testing 

At the time of this audit, Australia was not exempt from the species verification testing 
requirement. The auditor verified that species verification testing was being conducted in 
accordance with FSIS requirements. 

MONTHLY REVIEWS 

These reviews were being performed by the Australian equivalent of Circuit Supervisors. 
They are titled Area Technical Managers (ATM). All were veterinarians with several years 
of experience. 

The internal review program was not applied equally to both export and non-export 
establishments. Domestic establishments are not mandatoraly reviewed by Senior ATM’s 
every month. Internal review visits were not always announced in advance, and were 
conducted, at times by individuals and at other times by a team of reviewers, at least once 
monthly, and sometimes more often if indicated. The records of audited establishments were 
kept in the inspection offices of the individual establishments, and copies were also kept in 
the central AQIS offices in Canberra, and were routinely maintained on file for a minimum 
of three years. 

In the event that an establishment is found, during one of these internal reviews, to be out of 
compliance with U.S. requirements, and is delisted for U.S. export, before it may again 
qualify for eligibility and be reinstated, a group is empowered to conduct an in-depth review. 
This is called a “Cross Review”, and the results are reported to Headquarters Managers for 
evaluation; they formulate a plan for corrective actions and preventive measures. 

After observing the internal reviewers’ activities in the field, the auditor was confident in 
their professionalism, thoroughness, and knowledge of U.S. requirements, and in the 
effectiveness of Australia’s internal review program as a whole. 
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Enforcement Activities 

Set out below is information obtained through AQIS Compliance & Investigation,

Compliance Information System (CIS). AQIS Compliance & Investigation(C&I) seeks to

warrant the integrity of AQIS export and quarantine systems by delivering an investigation

and monitoring service designed to encourage industry compliance with the legislative

requirements for the movement of goods into or out of Australia. The following statistics

deal with the meat related issues during the year 2000.

Founded prosecutions for meat related issues—4

These were in relation to issues prior to the animals being processed under EU requirements.

Fines imposed by the courts ranged from $300 to $500.

Prosecutions pending---1

This is a forgery matter relating to trade description. The product was described in a manner

that did not meet the requirements of the importing country. There is no issue over the

integrity of the product in terms of food safety.

Letters of warning issued---8

These letters were issued for matters including the types of vehicle carrying product, issues

between AQIS staff and plant management, and minor hygiene matters.

Matters referred to external agencies---8

These matters were for issues dealt with by State Departments/Jurisdictions, e.g. theft related

issues (Police), animal welfare (RSPCA), and matters under the jurisdiction of State

Departments of Agriculture.

Investigations conducted and matter resolved through discussions with management---23

These were matters that included such issues as seals being accidentally broken, door

security, animal welfare, where Compliance Investigators negotiated directly with plant

management.


EXIT MEETING 

An exit meeting was conducted in Canberra on November 3, 2000. The participants were:

Mr. Brian MacDonald, Acting Executive Director; Dr. Peter Miller, Acting National

Manager Technical Services, Dr. Jack Haslam, Manager Meat and Food Policy;

Dr. Jonathan Webber, Manager National Residue Program; Mr. Barry Shirley, Compliance

and Investigations; Mr. Russ Smith, Compliance and Investigations; Dr. Kiran Johar,

Principal Veterinary Officer; Mr. Neville Spencer, Executive Officer; Mr. Bob Biddle,

General Manager Food Policy; Mr. Paul Smith, Meat Inspection; Mr. Martin Holmes, Meat

Inspection and Food Service; Dr. Charles Bosgra, Area Technical Manager Coordinator;

Dr. Albert Cobb, Senior Area Technical Manager; Dr. Steve Tidswell, Area Technical

Manager (Canberra); Dr. Peter McGregor, Senior Area Technical Manager; (Victoria);

Dr. Roger Turner, Senior Area Technical Manager (New South Wales); and

Dr. M. Douglas Parks, International Audit Staff Officer, USDA FSIS.


The following topics were discussed:


1. Establishment 533 delistment and the paperwork for this procedure and the latest

methodology for relistment. The Australian inspection officials understand this 

procedure and will comply. 
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2.	 Rodent baits in production or production related areas. The response was Australian 
inspection officials stated that there will be immediate removal and replacement with 
monitoring devices. 

3.	 Zero tolerances for feces, ingesta, milk and urine with emphasis on feces and urine. 
Australian inspection officials will form a managerial group to solve this problem 
immediately. 

4.	 Dropped carcass procedures were not being conducted as written. Monitoring will be 
followed to assure correct response. 

5.	 Dressing procedures for slaughter establishments need improvement. Meat Hygiene 
Assessment System will require this to improve. 

6.	 No post mortem inspection on the heads of small stock. Their response was that it was 
submitted to International Policy Staff, FSIS and they were awaiting a response from 
them. 

7.	 The rate of sampling for generic E. coli testing for sheep. They responded that it 
had been submitted to International Policy Staff, FSIS and they were awaiting a response. 

9.	 Lateral retropharyngeal lymph nodes of beef heads are not being incised on routine post 
mortem procedures. The Australian inspection officials said that this has been referred to 
International Policy Staff, FSIS and they are awaiting a reply. 

CONCLUSION 

The inspection system of Australia was found to have effective controls to ensure that 
product destined for export to the United States was produced under conditions equivalent to 
those which FSIS requires in domestic establishments. The major problem observed was the 
lack of policy or procedure to address urine spillage on sheep carcasses during the slaughter 
process. Nine establishments were audited: eight were acceptable, one was evaluated as 
unacceptable. The deficiencies encountered during the on-site establishment audits, in those 
establishments which were found to be acceptable, were adequately addressed to the 
auditor’s satisfaction. 

Dr. M. Douglas Parks (signed) Dr. M. Douglas Parks 
International Audit Staff Officer 
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ATTACHMENTS 

A. Data collection instrument for SSOPs

B. Data collection instrument for HACCP programs

C. Data collection instrument for generic E. coli testing

D. Data collection instrument for Salmonella testing

E. Laboratory audit form

F. Individual Foreign Establishment Audit Forms

G. Written Foreign Country’s Response to the Draft Final Audit Report (when it becomes


available)

H. FSIS Response(s) to Foreign Country Comments (when it becomes available)
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Attachment A 
Data Collection Instrument for SSOPs 

Each establishment was evaluated to determine if the basic FSIS regulatory requirements for 
SSOPs were met, according to the criteria employed in the U.S. domestic inspection 
program. The data collection instrument contained the following statements: 

1. The establishment has a written SSOP program. 
2. The procedure addresses pre-operational sanitation. 
3. The procedure addresses operational sanitation. 
4.	 The pre-operational procedures address (at a minimum) the cleaning of food-contact 

surfaces of facilities, equipment, and utensils. 
5. The procedure indicates the frequency of the tasks. 
6.	 The procedure identifies the individuals responsible for implementing and maintaining 

the activities. 
7.	 The records of these procedures and any corrective action taken are being maintained on 

a daily basis. 
8. The procedure is dated and signed by the person with overall on-site authority. 

The results of these evaluations were as follows: 

Est. # 

1.Written 
program 
addressed 

2. Pre-op 
sanitation 
addressed 

3. Oper. 
sanitation 
addressed 

4. Contact 
surfaces 
addressed 

5. Fre
quency 
addressed 

6. Respons
ible indiv. 
identified 

7. Docu
mentation 
done daily 

8. Dated 
and signed 

2309 � � � � � � � � 
517 � � � � � � �  no 
688 � � � � � � � � 
3085 � � � � � � � � 
297 � � � � � � � � 
533 � � � � � � � � 
572 � �  no � � � � � 
640 � � � � � � � � 
195 � � � � � � � � 

Documentation was also audited from the following establishments that were not visited on-
site, during the centralized document audit: 

217 � � � � � � � � 
790 � � � � � �  no � 
180 � � � � � � � � 
1614 � � � � � � � � 
1027 � � �  no � � � � 
2291 � � � � � � � � 
101 � � � � � � � � 
04 � � � � � � � � 
239 � � � � � � � � 

1983 � � � � � � � � 
521 � � � � � � � � 
612 � � � � � � � � 
952 � � � � � � � � 
39 � � � � � � � � 
15 � � � � � � � � 
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Attachment B 
Data Collection Instrument for HACCP Programs 

Each of the establishments approved to export meat products to the U.S. as required to have 
developed and implemented a Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) system. Each of 
these systems was evaluated according to the criteria employed in the U.S. domestic inspection 
program. The data collection instrument included the following statements: 

1. The establishment has a flow chart that describes the process steps and product flow. 
2. The establishment has conducted a hazard analysis. 
3. The analysis includes food safety hazards likely to occur. 
4. The analysis includes the intended use of or the consumers of the finished product(s). 
5.	 There is a written HACCP plan for each product where the hazard analysis revealed one or more 

food safety hazard(s) reasonably likely to occur. 
6.	 All hazards identified in the analysis are included in the HACCP plan; the plan lists a CCP for 

each food safety hazard identified. 
7.	 The HACCP plan specifies critical limits, monitoring procedures, and the monitoring frequency 

performed for each CCP. 
10. The plan describes corrective actions taken when a critical limit is exceeded. 
11. The HACCP plan was validated using multiple monitoring results. 
10. The HACCP plan lists the establishment’s procedures to verify that the plan is being 

effectively implemented and functioning and the frequency for these procedures. 
11. The HACCP plan’s record-keeping system documents the monitoring of CCPs and/or includes 

records with actual values and observations. 
12. The HACCP plan is dated and signed by a responsible establishment official. 

The results of these evaluations were as follows: 

Est. # 

1. Flow 
diagram 

2. Haz
ard an
alysis 
conduct 
-ed 

3. All 
hazards 
ident
ified 

4. Use 
& users 
includ
ed 

5. Plan 
for each 
hazard 

6. CCPs 
for all 
hazards 

7. Mon
itoring 
is spec
ified 

8. Corr. 
actions 
are des
cribed 

9. Plan 
valida
ted 

10.Ade-
quate 
verific. 
proced
ures 

11.Ade-
quate 
docu
menta
tion 

12. Dat
ed and 
signed 

2309 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
517 � � � � � � � � � � � no 
688 � � � � � � � � � � � no 

3085 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
195 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
297 � � no � �  no � � � � � � 
533 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
572 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
640 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
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Attachment B (cont.) 

Documentation was also audited from the following establishments that were not visited on-site, 
during the centralized document audit: 

217 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
790 � � � � � no � no � � � � 
180 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
1027 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
2291 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
101 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
004 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
239 � � � � � �  no � � � � � 
1983 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
521 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
612 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
1614 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
952 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
039 � � � � � � � � � � � � 
015 � � � � � �  no � � � � � 
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Attachment C 

Data Collection Instrument for Generic E. coli Testing 

Each establishment (except Est. 297, which was a processed product facility) was evaluated 
to determine if the basic FSIS regulatory requirements for generic E. coli testing were met, 
according to the criteria employed in the U.S. domestic inspection program. The data 
collection instrument contained the following statements: 

1. The establishment has a written procedure for testing for generic E. coli. 

2. The procedure designates the employee(s) responsible to collect the samples. 

3. The procedure designates the establishment location for sample collecting. 

4. The sample collection is done on the predominant species being slaughtered. 

5. The sampling is done at the frequency specified in the procedure. 

6.	 The proper carcass site(s) and/or collection methodology (sponge or excision) is/are 
being used for sampling. 

7.	 The carcass selection is following the random method specified in the procedure or is 
being taken randomly. 

8.	 The laboratory is analyzing the sample using an AOAC Official Method or an 
equivalent method. 

9.	 The results of the tests are being recorded on a process control chart showing the 
most recent test results. 

10. The test results are being maintained for at least 12 months. 

Est. # 

1.Writ-
ten pro
cedure 

2. Samp
ler des
ignated 

3.Samp-
ling lo-
cation 
given 

4. Pre
domin. 
species 
sampled 

5. Samp
ling at 
the req’d 
freq. 

6. Pro-
per site 
or 
method 

7. Samp
ling is 
random 

8. Using 
AOAC 
method 

9. Chart 
or graph 
of 
results 

10. Re
sults are 
kept at 
least 1 yr 

2309 � � � � � �  no � � � 
517 � �  no � � � � � � � 
688 � �  no � � � � � � � 

3085 � �  no � � � � � � � 
195 � � � � � � � � � � 
297  not applic able 
533 � �  no � � � no � � � 
572 � �  no �  no � � � � � 
640 � �  no � � � � � � � 
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Attachment C (cont.) 

Documentation was also audited from the following establishments that were not visited on-
site, during the centralized document audit: 

217 � � � � � � no � � � 
790 � �  no � � �  no � � � 
180 � �  no � � � � � � � 
1027 � �  no � � � � � � � 
1614 � � � � � � � � � � 
2291 � � � � � � � � � � 
101 � � � � � � � � � � 
004 �  no  no � � � � � � � 
239 � �  no � � � � � � � 
1983  not applic  able 
521 � �  no � � � � � � � 
612 � �  no � � � � � � � 
952 � � � � � � � � � � 
039  not  applic  able 
015 � �  no � � � � � � � 
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Attachment D 

Data Collection Instrument for Salmonella testing 

Each slaughter establishment (except est. 297 which was processed product establishment) 
was evaluated to determine if the basic FSIS regulatory requirements for Salmonella testing 
were met, according to the criteria employed in the U.S. domestic inspection program. The 
data collection instrument included the following statements: 

1. Salmonella testing is being done in this establishment. 

2. Carcasses are being sampled. 

3. Ground product is being sampled. 

4. The samples are being taken randomly. 

5.	 The proper carcass site(s) and/or collection of proper product (carcass or ground) is being 
used for sampling. 

6. Establishments in violation are not being allowed to continue operations. 

The results of these evaluations were as follows: 

Est. # 
1. Testing 
as required 

2. Carcasses 
are sampled 

3. Ground 
product is 
sampled 

4. Samples 
are taken 
randomly 

5. Proper site 
and/or 
proper prod. 

6. Violative 
est’s stop 
operations 

2309 � � N/A  no � � 
517 � �  N/A � � � 
688 � � N/A  no � � 

3085 � � N/A  no � � 
195 � � N/A � � � 
297  not  applicable 
533 � �  N/A � � � 
572 � �  N/A � � � 
640 � � N/A � � � 
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Attachment D (cont.) 

Documentation was also audited from the following establishments that were not visited on-
site, during the centralized document audit: 

217 � �  N/A � � � 
790 � �  N/A  no � � 
180 � �  N/A � � � 

1027 � �  N/A � � � 
1614 � �  N/A � � � 
2291 � �  N/A � � � 
101 � �  N/A  no � � 
004 � �  N/A � � � 
239 � �  N/A � � � 

1983  not  applicable 
521 � �  N/A � � � 
612 � �  N/A � � � 
952 � �  N/A � � � 
039  not  applicable 
015 � �  N/A � � � 
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(a) BASIC ESTABLISHMENT FACILITIES 

Cross contamination prevention 

Equipment Sanitizing 

Product handling and storage------#Product reconditioning 

Product transportation 

Formulations 55 

A 

56Packaging materials 
A 

Laboratory confirmation 	 57 
A-

Label approvals 	 58 
A 

__ 
Special label claims 59

A 

Water potability records 


Chlorination procedures 


Back siphonage prevention 


Hand washing facilities 


Sanitizers 


Establishments separation 


Pest --no evidence 


Pest control program 


Pest control monitoring 


Temperature control 


Lighting 


Operations work space 


Inspector work space 


Ventilation 


Facilities approval 


Equipment approval 


Over-product ceilings 


Over-product equipment 


Product contact equipment 


Other product areas (inside) 


Dry storage areas 


Antemortem facilities 


Welfare facilities 


Outside premises 


Personal dress and habits 


Personal hygiene practices 


Sanitary dressing procedures 
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A 

04 
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05 
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A 
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A 
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A 
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M 

18 


A 

21 

A 

22 

A 

24 

A 

I 25A 

Effective maintenance program 1 3iProcessing schedules 61
0 

__ 
Preoperational sanitation Processing equipment 62

0 

Operational sanitation Processing records 63
.O 

Waste disposal Empty can inspection 

(d) ESTABLISHMENT SANITATION PROGRAM Inspector monitoring 60
0 

2. DISEASE CONTROL Filling procedures 

Animal identification Container closure exam1Interim container handling 67
0 

Antemortem dispositions I 39A 68
0Post-processing handling 

Humane Slaughter . 40A 0 
__ 
69Incubation procedures 

Postmortem inspec. procedures 4i Process. defect actions -- plant 70
0 

Postmortem dispositions I 42A Processing control -- inspection 71
0 
__ 

Condemned product control 5. COMPLIANCEIECON. FRAUD CONTROL 
__ 

Restricted product control Export product identification 72
A 

Returned and rework product 1 45A Inspector verification 73 
A -

3. RESIDUE CONTROL A 
74Export certificates 
-

Residue program compliance 
46
A A

75Single standard 
~ 

Sampling procedures 
47 

A A
76Inspection supervision 
__ 

Residue reporting procedures A 
48 

A 
77Control of security items 
__ 

Approval of chemicals, etc. A 
78 

-
Shipment security 

Storage and use of chemicals A N
79Species verification 
__ 

4. PROCESSED PRODUCT CONTROL N
80"Equal to" status 

~~~~~ ~ 

Pre-boning trim 51 
A Imports 81

N 

Boneless meat reinspection A 
52 

Ingredients identification A 
53 

Control of restricted ingredients 54A 
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~ , ~Dr. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Peter McGregor, Senior ATM /XIAcceptable 0R ~ - ~ ~ Unacceptable ~ 

COMMENTS: 

SSOP--Preventativeaction not being recorded. 

HACCP--Preventativeaction not being recorded. Clarification needed for critical limits and corrective action in plan. No specific 

commitment to the program by an on-site authority. 

E.coli testing-- Method of sample selection not random. 

Salmonella testing--Method of sample selection not random. 

28--The hand operated switch at the cutting rail had large amounts of residues from previous day's uses. Floor traffic boots and boots 

for use on the eviserating table had an area of common touch. 

17--Heavily beaded condensate was observed above exposed carcasses in a hall trafficway 
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-
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-
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-
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_. 
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~~~ ~ 
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Product transportation 
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2. 	 DISEASE CONTROL 
-
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A 
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A 
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~ ~ _ _ _-

Postmortem inspec. procedures 	 41
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_. 
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A 

Condemned product control 43 
A 

~ _ _ _ _-
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A -
Returned and rework product 45

A 
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A 

Sampling procedures 47
A 
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Approval of chemicals, etc. 
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Packaging materials 
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Special label claims 

Inspector monitoring 

Processing schedules 
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Processing records 

Empty can inspection 

Filling procedures 
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Incubation procedures 69 
0 

Process. defect actions -- plant I '& 
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A 
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A 

Single standard 75
N 
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A 
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A 
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FOOD SAFETY AND INSPECTION SERVICE 

Dr. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Roger Turner, Senior AMT 1 EAte:tIl:N 0Re-revgew 0Unacceptable 
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1. CONTAMINATION CONTROL 

(a) BASIC ESTABLISHMENT FACILITIES 

3oss  contamination prevention 

Equipment Sanitizing 

'roduct handling and storage 

'roduct reconditioning 

'roduct transportation 
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Preoperational sanitation 

Operational sanitation 

Waste disposal 

2. DISEASE CONTROL 
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Antemortem inspec. procedures 
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Postmortem inspec. procedures 
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Restricted product control 
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Returned and rework product 
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29 56 

A 3ackaging materials A 
30 

A Laboratory confirmation 	 57 
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-

31 
A Label approvals 	 58 
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__I 32A Special label claims 59 

A 

Inspector monitoring 60 
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3 3  
A Processing schedules 61

0 
-I 34A Processing equipment 62
0 

Processing records 63 
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___ 

Empty can inspection 64
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Filling procedures 65
0 

~I 37A Container closure exam 	 66
0 
-~ 

I 4oA 

38 
A Interim container handling 67
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__ 
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A Post-processing handling 6 8
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-

Incubation procedures 	 69 
0 

___I 4iProcess. defect actions -- plant 7 0
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Processing control -- inspection 71 
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I 5. COMPLIANCWECON.FRAUD CONTROL 
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A Export product identification 1 72A 

45 
A Inspector verification 
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-~ 
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A 
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I 
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Water potability records 

Chlorination procedures 
~~~~ 

Back siphonage prevention 


Hand washing facilities 


Sanitizers 


Establishments separation 


Pest --no evidence 


Pest control program 


Pest control monitoring 

~~ 

Temperature control 

Lighting 

Operations work space 

Inspector work space 

Ventilation 

Facilities approval 

Equipment approval 

-
01 

A -
02
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0 3
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0 4  
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08 
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-
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10 
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-
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A -
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A 
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A 

(b) CONDITION OF FACILITIES EQUIPMENT 

17
Over-product ceilings A 


Over-product equipment 


Product contact equipment 

I
~ ~~ 

Other product areas (inside) Sampling procedures 
1 


Dry storage areas 

Antemortem facilities 

Welfare facilities 	 23  
A 

24Outside premises A 

(c) PRODUCT PROTECTION & HANDLING 
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Personal dress and habits 	 25 
A 

26Personal hygiene practices A 

27Sanitary dressing procedures A 

Residue reporting procedures 


Approval of chemicals, etc. 


Storage and use of chemicals 


Pre-boning trim 


Boneless meat reinspection 


Ingredients identification 


Control of restricted ingredients 
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Dr. M. Douglas Parks 

1. CONTAMINATIONCONTROL 

(a) BASIC ESTABLISHMENT FACILITIES 

Water potability records 


Chlorination procedures 


Back siphonage prevention 


Hand washing facilities 


Sanitizers 


Establishments separation 


Pest --no evidence 


Pest control program 


Pest control monitoring 


Temperature control 


Lighting 


Operations work space 


Inspector work space 


Ventilation 


Facilities approval 


Equipment approval 
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30 October Kilcoy Pastoral Co. LTD 
2000 Winya Est. 640 

I 

NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL 

Dr. John Langbridge, Senior ATM 


Formulations I 5; 

Packaging materials 

Laboratory confirmation 57  
A 

Label approvals 
~-

Special label claims I“t 
Inspector monitoring 60 

A 

Processing schedules I 6b 
Processing equipment j “’0 
Processing records 1 % 
Empty can inspection I % 
Filling procedures 65

0 
66 


~~ 

Cross contamination prevention 

Equipment Sanitizing 

Product handling and storage 

Product reconditioning 

Product transportation 

~ 

~ 

01 
A 
-
0 2  

A -
0 3

A 
04 

A -
0 5  

A -
0 6  

A 

07 
A -

08
A 

_. 

09 
A 

10 
A 

11 
A 
-
12 

A 

13 
A -

14  
A 
-
15 

A 

16 
A 

(d) ESTABLISHMENTSANITATION PROGRAM 

Effective maintenance program I33A 

Preoperational sanitation 1 34A 
~~ ~ 

Operational sanitation 35
U 

Waste disposal 36
A 

Animal identification

t

Container closure exam 

Antemortem inspec. procedures Interim container handling I 6b 
Antemortem dispositions Post-processing handling 

Humane Slaughter 

Postmortem inspec. procedures 

Postmortem dispositions 

Condemned product control 

Restricted product control 

Returned and rework product 

3. RESDUE CONTROL 

Residue program compliance 

Processing control -- inspection 1 ’b 

1 ‘“A 

Export product identification A 

Inspector verification 
~ 

74Export certificates A 

-
Sampling procedures Inspection supervision 76

A 
~~ 

Residue reporting procedures IT Control of security items 77 
A 

Approval of chemicals, etc. I 49A Shipment security 

Storage and use of chemicals I Species verification 
~ ~~ 

4. PROCESSED PRODUCT CONTROL 

Pre-boning trim I 5 1 ~  Imports 

Boneless meat reinspection I 52A 
Ingredients identification 1 53A 
Control of restricted ingredients ‘1 
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(b) CONDITION OF FACILITIES EQUIPMENT 
~ 

17Over-product ceilings A 

Over-product equipment 	 18 
A 

19Product contact equipment A -
Other product areas (inside) 	 2 0  

A -
Dry storage areas 	 21 

A -
Antemortem facilities 22 

A 

Welfare facilities 	 23 
A 

~ 

24Outside premises A 

(c) PRODUCT PROTECTION C HANDLING 

Personal dress and habits I ’A 
Personal hygiene practices 

Sanitary dressing procedures 
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I REVIEW DATE 1 ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME 1 CITY 

30 October Kilcoy Pastoral Co. LTD
(reverse) 2000 Winya Est. 640 Australia 

NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL 
Acceptable/Dr. M. Douglas Parks Dr.John Langbridge, Senior ATM I ~ A ~ e 0~ t ~ ~ ~ ~- Unacceptable ~~ N ~ 

COMMENTS: 

SSOP--Preventative action is not being recorded. 

HACCP--Preventativeaction is not being recorded. 

E. coli testing--The procedure does not designate the plant location for sample collecting. 

27--Whole and partial adrenal glands were left in sheep carcasses, if carcasses are shipped intact the glands go with the carcasses. 

27--No system in place for urine spillage detection and removal in the sheep slaughter department. 

35--An employee was creating an aerosol from the floor with hose spray under the sheep carcasses in the slaughter department. 

40--The floor of the beef stunning box was not level causing uneven footing for the animal and somtimes causes the animal to fall. 

59--Special label claim "All Natural" not accompanied by explanation "minimally processed" and "no artificial ingredients" and not 

approved by USDA Label Division. 




I REVIEW DATE I ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME 1 CITY 

(reverse) 1 27 October Western Australian Meat Mkt Coop LTD 
2000 

I 

1 Great southern Highway EST 572 
I 
Australia 

NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL EVALUATION 
Dr. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Roger Turner, Senior ATM Acceptable 

Acceptable/ 0UnacceptableRe-review 



U . S .  DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOOD SAFETY AN0 INSPECTIONSERVICE 

INTERNATIONALPROGRAMS 

FOREIGN PLANT REVIEW FORM 

REVIEW DATE ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME 

27 October Western Australian Meat Mkt Coop LTD 
2000 Great southern Highway EST 572 

CITY 
Katanning, WA 
COUNTRY 

I 

NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL 
Dr. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Roger Turner, Senior ATM 

Australia 
I 

EVALUATION 
Acceptable1

Acceptable Re-review UnacceptaMe 

Formulations I 5: 

Packaging materials I 5; 
Laboratory confirmation 


Label approvals 


Special label claims ~ 60 


Inspector monitoring 

~ 

Processing schedules 61 
0 

Processing equipment 62 
0 

Processing records 

Empty can inspection Is'o 
1 ~~~ 

Filling procedures 1"; 
Container closure exam 1 %

I 

Interim container handling 

Post-processing handling 68 
0 

Incubation procedures 69 
0 

Process. defect actions -- plant 1'6 
Processing control -- inspection 'b 

Inspector verification I 73A 
Export certificates 

Single standard 

Inspection supervision I 76A 
Control of security items I 7i 
Shipment security 70 

A 

Species verification 79 
A 

"Equal to" status 80
N 

Imports E l
N 

1
Designed on PerFOAM PRO Software by Delrina 

1. CONTAMINATION CONTROL 

(a) BASIC ESTABLISHMENT FACILITIES 

Water potability records 


Chlorination procedures 


Back siphonage prevention 03 
A 


Hand washing facilities 04 
A 


Sanitizers I O5A 
~ ~~ 

Establishments separation 

Pest --no evidence 

Pest control program I OSA 

Pest control monitoring 	 09
M 

10Temperature control A 

Lighting 
1 2Operations work space A 

Inspector work space 13 
A 

Ventilation 

(bl CONDITION OF FACILITIES EQUIPMENT 
~~ 

17Over-product ceilings A 

Over-product equipment i a  
A 

Product contact equipment 

Antemortem facilities I z zA  
Welfare facilities 	 23 

A 

24Outside premises A 

Personal dress and habits I 'A 
Personal hygiene practices 

Sanitary dressing procedures 

FSlS FORM 9520-2 (2/93) REPLACES FS'S FORM 

Cross contamination prevention 

Equipment Sanitizing 

Product handling and storage 

Product reconditioning 

Product transportation 

Effective maintenance program 

Preoperational sanitation 

Operational sanitation 

Waste disposal 

2. DISEASE CONTROL 

Animal identification 


Antemortem inspec. procedures 


Antemortem dispositions 


Humane Slaughter 


Postmortem inspec. procedures 


Postmortem dispositions 


Condemned product control 


Restricted product control 


Returned and rework product 


3. RESIDUE CONTROL 

Residue program compliance 


Sampling procedures 


Residue reporting procedures 


Approval of chemicals, etc. 


Storage and use of chemicals 


28 

A 

30
A 

I 3; 
32 

A 

I 33A 
I 34A 
35 

A

I 36A 
37 

A -
38

A 

39 
A 

40
A -

41 
A 

42 
A 

43 
A -

44 
A 
-
45

A 

46
A 

47 
A 

4. PROCESSED PRODUCT CONTROL 
~~ 

51Pre-boning trim A 

52Boneless meat reinspection A 
53Ingredients identification A 

54Control of restricted ingredients A 



U S .  DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE REVIEW DATE ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME CITY 
FOOD SAFETY AND INSPECTION SERVICE 

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS Murray Bridge, SA 
25 October T and R Murray Bridge Propriety LTD COUNTRYFOREIGN PLANT REVIEW FORM 2000 LagoonRoad Est. 533 Australia

I 
EVALUATION 

Accepfablel0Acceptable 0Re-review Ix]Unacceptable 

55Formulations 
A 

Packaging materials 

Laboratory confirmation 


Label approvals 


Processing schedules 


Processing equipment 


Processing records I % 

Empty can inspection 1 6% 


Container closure exam 66
0 


Interim container handling I ‘b 

Post-processing handling 


Incubation procedures 


Process. defect actions -- plant I ’% 

Processing control -- inspection I ’b 


5. COMPLIANCUECON. FRAUD CONTROL 

Export product identification I ’X 
Inspector verification I ’i 

74Export cert’ficates A 
75Single standard A 

Inspection supervision I ’5 
Control of security items 1’6 
Shipment security 

Species verification 

“Equal to” status A 
~~ 

Imports 

1
Designed on PerFORM PRO Software by Delrina 

I 
NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL 
Dr. Roger Turner, Senior ATM 

NAME OF REVIEWER 
Dr. M. Douglas Parks 

1. CONTAMINATION CONTROL 

Water potability records 


Chlorination procedures 


Back siphonage prevention 


Hand washing facilities 


Sanitizers 


Establishments separation 


Pest --no evidence 

~~~~ 

Pest control program 


Pest control monitoring 


Temperature control 


Lighting 


Operations work space 


Inspector work space 


Ventilation 


Facilities approval 


Equipment approval 


Over-product ceilings 


Over-product equipment 


Product contact equipment 


Other product areas (inside) 


Dry storage areas 


Outside premises 


28 

29 

A 

30
A 

I 3L 
32 

A 

33 
A 

34 
A 

35 
A 

I % 

37 
A 

38 
A 

41 
A 

42 
A -

43
A 

44 
A 

45
A 

-
46

A 
-
47

A 
-
48
A 

_. 

49 
A -

50
A -

Cross contamination prevention 

Equipment Sanitizing 

Product handling and storage 

Product reconditioning 


Product transportation 


Effective maintenance program 


Preoperational sanitation 


Operational sanitation 


Waste disposal 


Animal identification 


Antemortem inspec. procedures 


Antemortem dispositions 


Humane Slaughter 


Postmortem inspec. procedures 


Postmortem dispositions 


Condemned product control 


Restricted product control 


Returned and rework product 


Residue program compliance 


Sampling procedures 


Residue reporting procedures 


Approval of chemicals, etc. 


Storage and use of chemicals 


01  
A 

04
A 

06 
A 

08 
A 

09 
A 

11 
A 

12 
A 

16 
A 

17 
A 

18 
A 

19 
A 

I 23 

4. PROCESSED PRODUCT CONTROL 

i(c)  PRODUCTPROTECTION & HANDLING Pre-boning trim 

Personal dress and habits Boneless meat reinspection 
53

Personal hygiene practices Ingredients identification ‘ A  

Sanitary dressing procedures 27 Control of restricted ingredients 1’1 
I 

FSlS FORM 9520-2 (2/93) REPucESFSlS FORM ! 20-2 (1 1BO), WHICH MAY BE LlSED UNTIL EXHAUSTED. 



REVIEW DATE ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME CITY 
Murray Bridge, SA 

lFoRErGN 
(reverse) 

25 October T and R Murray Bridge Propriety LTD COUNTRY2000 Lagoon Road Est. 533 Australia 
NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL EVALUATION 

Dr.M. Douglas Parks Dr. Roger Turner, Senior ATM 0Acceptable Re-feview


Acceptable1 
Unacceptable 



V.S. DEPARTMENTOF AGRICULTURE REVIEW DATE ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME CITY 
FOOD SAFETY AN0 INSPECTION SERVICE 

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS Thomastown,Vic 
24 October Westmeats Propriety LTD 

FOREIGN PLANT REVIEW FORM 2000 I73 High Street Est 297 
1 I 

NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL 
Acceptable/Dt. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Roger Turner, Senior ATM Ig A t e : t I E N  0Re-review Unacceotable 

A = Acceptable M = Marginally Acceptable U = Unacceptable N = Not Reviewed 0 = Does not apply 

1. CONTAMINATION CONTROL 

(a) BASIC ESTABLISHMENT FACILITIES 

01Water potability records M 
__ 
02Chlorination procedures A -
03Back siphonage prevention A 

~ ~ _ _ _ _ _  
04Hand washing facilities A 

Sanitizers 05
A 

~ 

06Establishments separation A 

Pest --no evidence 	 07 
A 

~ 

08Pest control program A 
__ 
09Pest control monitoring M 

~~~ 

10Temperature control A 
1 1Lighting A 

~ 

12Operations work space A 

13Inspector work space A -
Ventilation 14 

A 
-
15Facilities approval A 

16Equipment approval A 

(b) CONDITION OF FACILITIES EQUIPMENT 

17Over-product ceilings A 

18Over-product equipment A 

19Product contact equipment A 

20Other product areas (inside) A 
~~ 

Dry storage areas I 21A 
Antemortem facilities 

Welfare facilities 

Outside premises 

Personal dress and habits 25 
A 

26Personal hygiene practices A 

27Sanitary dressing procedures A 

28
Cross contamination prevention A Formulations 
-

Equipment Sanitizing 29 
A Packaging materials 

Product handling and storage 30 
A Laboratory confirmation 1 57A 

__ 
Product reconditioning 31 

A Label approvals I58 
I A-

Product transportation 32
A Special label claims 59 

A 

(dl ESTABLISHMENT SANITATION PROGRAM Inspector monitoring 

Effective maintenance program 


Preoperational sanitation 


Operational sanitation 


Waste disposal 


Animal identification 


Antemortem inspec. procedures 


Antemortem dispositions 


Humane Slaughter 


Postmortem inspec. procedures 


Postmortem dispositions 


Condemned product control 


Restricted product control 


Returned and rework product 


3. RESIDUE CONTROL 

Residue program compliance 

Sampling procedures 

Residue reporting procedures 

Approval of chemicals, etc. 

Storage and use of chemicals 

Pre-boning trim 


Boneless meat reinspection 


I 33A Processing schedules 
34 

A Processing equipment j 66 
35
A Processing records 63 

0 
36 

A Empty can inspection 64
0 

Filling procedures 65
0 

37
0 Container closure exam I 6% 

38
0 Interim container handling 
-
39 
0 Post-processing handling 
-
40 
0 Incubation procedures I 

41
0 Process. defect actions -- plant 
-
42 
0 Processing control -- inspection 
-
43 

A 5. COMPWNCEIECON. FRAUD CONTROL 

44
A Export product identification 
-
45
A Inspector verification 

-
Export certificates 74 

46
A Single standard 
-
47

A Inspection supervision 
_. 

48
A -
49 

A 
__ 
50
A Species verification i 

! 
79 

A 

"Equal to' status 

51 
A Imports 81

N 
52 

A 

Ingredients identification I 5; 

Control of restricted ingredients 54A : 
Oesigndm PerFORM PRO Software by Oelrina 



1 REVIEW DATE 1 ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME I CITY 

24 October Westmeats Propriety LTD

(reverse) 1 2000 I 


173 Highstreet Est297 Australia 

I 


NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL EVALUATION 

Dt. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Roger Turner, Senior ATM Acceptable 0	Re-review

Acceptable/ 0Unacceptable 



Acceptable/ 

US. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOOO SAFETY AND INSPECTION SERVICE 

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 

FOREIGN PLANT REVIEW FORM 

NAME OF REVIEWER 
Dr. M. Douglas Parks 

1. CONTAMINATION CONTROL 

(a1 BASIC ESTABLISHMENT FACILITIES 

Water potability records 


Chlorination procedures 


Back siphonage prevention 


Hand washing facilities 


Sanitizers 


Establishments separation 


Pest --no evidence 

~ 

Pest control program 

Pest control monitoring 

Temperature control 

Lighting 
-~~ 

Operations work space 


Inspector work space 


Ventilation 


Facilities approval 


Equipment approval 


Over-product ceilings 


Over-product equipment 


Product contact equipment 


Other product areas (inside) 


Dry storage areas 


Antemortem facilities 


Welfare facilities 


Outside premises 


(c)  PRODUCT PROTECTION & HANDLING 

Personal dress and habits 

Personal hygiene practices 

Sanitary dressing procedures 

REVIEW DATE ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME CITY 
Longford, Tas 

23 October SBA Foods Propriety LTD COUNTRY2000 TanneryRoad EST 195 Australia
I I 

NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL EVALUATION 
Dr. Roger Turner, Senior ATM Acceptable Re-review 0Unacceptable 

Cross contamination prevention I Formulations 55 

A 

Equipment Sanitizing Packaging materials I 5: 

Product handling and storage 30 
A Laboratory confirmation 

Product reconditioning Label approvals 

Product transportation Special label claims 
~~~ ~ 

(d) ESTABLISHMENT SANITATION PROGRAM Inspector monitoring 60 
A 

-
01

A 
-
02 

A 
03 


A -
04 

A 
-
05 

A 
06 

A 
-
07 

A 
08 

A 
-
09 

A 
-
10 

A 
-
1 1  

A 

12 
A -

13 
A 

14 
A 

15 
A 
-
16 

A 

17
A 

18 
A 

19 
A 

20 
A 

21 
A 

1 'A 

1 33A 	 Processing schedules 61
0 

Processing equipment 62
0 

Processing records 63
0 

Empty can inspection 64
0 

Filling procedures 65
0 

Container closure exam 66
0 

1 31 Interim container handling I '& 
39 

A Post-processing handling 68
0 

4% Incubation procedures 69 
0 

I 4iProcess. defect actions -- plant 1'6 

Effective maintenance program 


Preoperational sanitation 


Operational sanitation 


Waste disposal 


2. DISEASE CONTROL 
~~~ 

Animal identification 


Antemortem inspec. procedures 


Antemortem dispositions 


Humane Slaughter 


Postmortem inspec. procedures 


Postmortem dispositions 


Condemned product control 


Restricted product control 


Returned and rework product 


Residue program compliance 


Sampling procedures 


Residue reporting procedures 


Approval of chemicals, etc. 


Storage and use of chemicals 


4. PROCESSED PRODUCT CONTROL 
~~~~~~ 

Pre-boning trim 


Boneless meat reinspection 


Ingredients identification 


Control of restricted ingredients 


42 
A 

43
A 

I "A 
45

A 

51 
U 

52 
A 

53 
A -

54
A 
7 

Processing control -- inspection ' b  
~~ 

5. COMPLIANCEECON. FRAUD CONTROL 

Export product identification I 72A 
Inspector verification 1 73A 
Export certificates 

Single standard 

Inspection supervision I 76A 
Control of security items 

Shipment security I 7eA 
Species verification 179N 

"Equal to" status 

Imports 

c 

Designed on PerFORM PRO Software by OdrinaFSlS FORM 9520-2 (2/93) REPLACES FsfS FORM 20-2 (1 1/90),WHICH MAY BE USE0 UNTIL EXHAUSTEO. 



I REVIEW DATE I ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME I CITY 

(reverse) 1 23 October SBA Foods Propriety LTD 
2000 ITamery Road EST 195 Australia

I I 
NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL EVALUATION 
Dr. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Roger Turner, Senior ATM Acceptable 0Re.review

Acceptable1 0Unacceptable 

COMMENTS: 


SSOP-31-- Maggot were discovered on pre-op sanitation and no special response was recorded. Preventative action not being 

recorded. 

28,51--Feceswas found on brisket after pre-trim station. Procedures observed for dropped carcass reconditioning was unacceptable. 

Boots for floor traffic and boots used on the eviserating table had a common touch area. 




U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE REVIEW DATE ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME CITY
FOOD SAFETY AND INSPECTION SERVICE Dandenong, VicINTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 

20 October Castricum Brothers Propriety LTD COUNTRYFOREIGN PLANT REVIEW FORM 2000 342 Hammond Road Est. 3085 Australia 
NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL EVALUATION 
Dr. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Peter McGregor, Senior ATM I Acceptable 0Re-review

Acceptable/ 0Unacceptable 

5 5  
1. CONTAMINATION CONTROL Cross contamination prevention Formulations A 

(a) BASIC ESTABLISHMENT FACILITIES Equipment Sanitizing Packaging materials 
56 

A 

Water potability records 01 
A Product handling and storage 30 

A Laboratory confirmation 57 
A 

Chlorination procedures 02 
A Product reconditioning 31 

A Label approvals 58  
A 

Back siphonage prevention 03
A Product transportation I 32A Special label claims 

Hand washing facilities 04 
A (d) ESTABLISHMENT SANITATION PROGRAM Inspector monitoring
-

Sanitizers 05
A Effective maintenance program 1 33A Processing schedules 
-

Establishments separation 06 
A Preoperational sanitation 34 

A Processing equipment 

Pest --no evidence 07 
A Operational sanitation 35 

A Processing records 
-

Pest control program 08 
A Waste disposal 36 

A Empty can inspection 
09Pest control monitoring A 2. DISEASE CONTROL 
_. ~ 

Temperature control 

Lighting 

10 
A 

1 1  
A 

Animal identification 

Antemortem inspec. procedures 

37
A 

38
A Interim container handling I 6b 

Operations work space 12 
A Antemortem dispositions 39 

A 
-__ 
40inspector work space 13 

A Humane Slaughfer -A - -
Ventilation 14 

A Postmortem inspec. procedures 41 
A Process. defect actions -- plant '& -

Facilities approval 15 
A Postmortem dispositions 42 

A Processing control -- inspection 1 'b 
Equipment approval 16 

A Condemned product control 43 
A'. 5. COMPLIMCUMON. +RAWCONTfK3C 

_. 

44
(b) CONDITION OF FACILITIES EQUIPMENT Restricted product control A Export product identification I 7k 

-
~ ~~ 

17Over-product ceilings M Returned and rework product 45 
A Inspector verification I 73A 

18Over-product equipment A 3. RESIDUECONTROL Export certificates I 74A - __ ~~ 

Product contact equipment I l 9 A  Residue program compliance 46
A Single standard 
-

Other product areas (inside) 1 2oA Sampling procedures 47 
A inspection supervision 76 

A- ~~ 

Dry storage areas I 21 Residue reporting procedures 48
A Control of security items 77 

A -
Antemortem facilities Approval of chemicals, etc. 49 

A Shipment security 78 
A -

Welfare facilities 
23 

A Storage and use of chemicals 50
A Species verification 

c Outside premises i 2~ "Equal to" status 
I 80
I N  

(c )  PRODUCT PROTECTION I HANDLING Pre-boning trim 51
U 

Personal dress and habits Boneless meat reinspection I 52A 
Personal hygiene practices Ingredients identification I 5; 

Sanitary dressing procedures 27 Control of restricted ingredients 54A 
FSlS FORM 9520-2(2/93) REPLACESFsts Designed on PaFORM PRO Sdtwwe by Delrina 



I REVIEW DATE I ESTABLISHMENT NO. AND NAME 1 CITY 

*'IEw 20 October Castricum Brothers Propriety LTD(reverse) 2000 342 Hammond Road Est. 3085 Australia 
1 I I 

NAME OF REVIEWER NAME OF FOREIGN OFFICIAL EVALUATION 
Acceptable1Dr. M. Douglas Parks Dr. Peter McGregor, Senior ATM Acceptable 0Re-cevuew 0Unacceptable 


COMMENTS: 


SSOP--Very little preventative action being recorded. 

HACCP--Validationplan did not include the calibration of the thermometer, 

E coli testing-Carcass selection was not random. 

Salmonella testing--Carcass selection was not random. 

28,5 1-- Feces found on a carcass after pre-bone trim and on a shank in-box ready to be closed for shipment. 

17--Heavily beaded condensate was on the ceiling above exposed carcasses in a cooler. 

28--Urine spillage onto sheep carcasses was not being monitored in the slaughter department. 




Mss a y  stratmocn 
chit$ Eqtlidmce section, 
International Policy Division,

officeof Policy, Progr8m Develapmentand Evaluatiorl, 

FoadSafetyaudIaspectionSerVi~e
USDqaxlment ofAgdarlnne
SOrrtbBadhg 
Washington.D.C. 20250 

JS June 2001 

Thank you for your letter of 6 Apd 2001 witha copy ofthe Draft Final 
Audit Rsp”t of tham-siteaudit of Australia”9meat inspection ~ p t m  
coaductedbetween October 16 andNovember 3,2000. AQIS typrecirrtfs 
the opportunity tod e w  the audit findingscontained icthe Qatt relx;ii 
pzimto its finahtion. Wearca n c o r n  by the &lener-allyfavourable

*iindiugs andparticularlythe positive conclusicm mncemhgAQ“S’s 
system of inspection controls fbr Australianmeat plants expurting to the 
unitedstates. 

We codinn the draft report is an accurattd & o n  offi~dhgsat the 
au& The report ideatifis somematters on wllichwe wodd like to 
pmvide anupdate to that contained in the repat  

Update onurine spillage on camses in sheep slavgkte:
establishmentsusing inverted dressing systems 



-- 

Followingthe d t  AQB addressed this isme with industryand AQIS 
field staff. SubseqacatAQIS d t s  at&eep slaughter establisbmenh 
utilisingin- dressingsystem3 havefocused anpreveativemeasures 
aimed at reducing spillageawell ason d v e action applied to 
cont$minafdcarcases. 

Update onneed for improvement indressing systems. 

The AQIS role hMeat Hygiene AsseJlgmGntis one ofveLfi&on Usiug
checkthe ckcker adiaaasweil asindeplaproduct extinlimtim 

Update ongeneric E.coli testing 

Updatc onestabliahmmt 533 (T & R Pastoral) 

This cstablishmmtwas &ted fbllowine tho rilrdit largeiy due a 
deficienciesrelatingtopmduct contaminatonand inappropiatu 
procedures

-~ -

A G R I C U L T U R E ,  F I O H B R X E S  A N D  F O R E S T R Y  - A U S T R A L I A  



ouf by a &or AQIS Arca Tschnioal Managa, this establishmczltwas 
disted forexpat toUSasofstartofbushms on 1December 2000 

Update on specificissues at 8 other establishments audited 

I trust the inhnationprovidedin this respomaishdpfid to PSIS in 
�bhatkmaftheaudit report of the Awtralian exportm& ia!sAio~. 
system atUS listedplants. If therearcany addi t id  questions or pohit~
of daificatimthatFSXS wouldlike inrelationb the infomaticm 
provided, wewould be happy to address them. 

We look h a dta receivingthe finalaudit report and a cunfimatiaaof 
the continlringquivalmceof the Australian xieat inspectionpmpm with 
the domesticprogram in the US. 

Attnchment 1. AQXS Meat Notice2001/03 titled Pest and Vermin Cant101 
PIocsd\Pes 

Attachmept 2. AQBMeat Notice2001/04 titledZero To'lerance for 
Fa- Ingcsta, Uriue aad Mi% 

. ..-._.--

A G R I C U L T U R E ,  F I S H E R I E S  A N D  F O R E S T R Y  - A U S 7 R A L : f A  



--- 

--- 

D e p a r t m e n t  a f  
r G K L C U L t U R E  
F I S H E R I E S  
F O R E S T R Y  -
A U S T R A L I A  

AQIS NOTICE 
AQIS Notice Number Pest and Vermin ControI Procedures 
B$IUT 2001I03  
NSFS Ref 7 

CoutactOf6ccr ChdesBosgn 
Date of Effect Date of Expiry hTechnical Manager 
14 May 2001. until furthcrwtict Melbourne Vic 8006 

Tekphone: 03 9246 6711 
Facsimile: 03 9246 6875 

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE (tobe completed by h e  On'Pht Supervisor on the AYE Ee copy) 

Date Received: DateDiscussedWithMimagemat: 

initialImplementation Date: Date completed: y.u-y-..uII.I 

m. Dafa checklist sent toATh4: 

Purpose 
TOprovide both Industry and AQIS field staff a comprehensive update of ?,heguiddi.nesfor 
pest andvermin control procedures. 

Scope 

This notie applies to all export meat cstab&hments mgisteredunder the Expcrt h4mt Orden 
and the Game, Podtry and Rabbit Meat Orders. 

Background 

Thisnotice provides guidelines for the development a d  application of the p a t  and vermin 
standard operating procedures required at export me8t cstab-enk. The aotise elaborates 
on the responsibilities of management and AQIS to have monitoring and ver8~ca'coxisystems 
which accuratelyrecord the control measures used at the cstablis,heut. 
The notice further addmses the appropriate use of chunicaIs and m m ~ efor pest
and vermin control within the establishment. The -e:Ii inccorpratcs comments by 
recent overscasreviewers. 

ABN24113085695 

A G R I C U  T U R E  F I S H E R I E S  A N D  F O R E S T R Y - A U S f ' R A L I A  




Procedures 

Attached to this notice are three documents 

Attachment 1 	 A comprehensive guide to a S t a u d i i  Operating Pramdun for Pestand 
Vermin Control for companypers<mnnel. 

Attachmat 2 A Work Procedurefor AQIS ~II.@~YHS. 
Attachment 3 A checklist to be completed by the AQIS OPS before: the 14 Jidy 2081 and 

forwardedto the A I M  responsible for the e,Shibfi.~hren:. 

Actions 
1. 	 The establishment current approved pest aud vmlin conttd SOP ~houltf-xE:dmcedin 

line with the program documented inAttachment 1 within 2 mo.z&-: cifiht: (late of effect 
ofthisnotice; 

2. 	 The revised SOP is to be submitted to the OPS who will recormanti my changes and 
sign the SOP off when the OPS is satisfied with the SOP aa&a::cs : s w s  identified in 
the guideline, and 

3. OPS will submit the SOP to the ATM fix approval. 

BrianMacdonald 

Executive Manager 

Meat Inspection and Food Services Group 


Attachment 1,2 and 3 



--- 

--- 

o e p i r t m r n t  o f  
A O R I C U  LTURE 
P r S H E R I E S  I 
F O R E S T R Y  -
A U S T R A L I A  

m u  1u08s695 

AQIS Notice Number 

MEAT 2001104 I 

NSFSRef 17 

Date of E m  Date of I3pil.Y 
14May2001. Untii furtbarnotice 

ZERO TOLERANCEFOR F I E  
IIYGESTA,UJUNE, AND lQ2.l 

e 

Contact Officer Stephen Tidswell 
T e c h i d  ServicesBraach 
Telephone: 02 62724597 
Facsimile: 02 62725442 

XMlpLEMENTATION ScaEDULE (to be completedby the On Plat  Supc&or on tLe AQIS k-

DabReceiveck Date Discussed withManagement: 

Initial ImplementationDate: Date Compteted: 

Initials: Date checklist senttoATM --. 

PURPOSE 

[l]To restate and reinforce the requirementsfor zero tolerance for a ru:; ,-
contuminmts, specflcailyfaeces, ingesta, mk, and milk; 
/2J To re-emphasise that wine and milk are included as u carcase contan=- -.v
there is a zero tolerance. 
PJTo be read in conjunctionwith televantAQLY Meat Notices identified in $ k e ~ = ~  

[4] Toclarillt the requirementfor Correctiveand PreventativeAction. 

SCOPE 
ThisAQIS Meat Notice applies to allaport regktered a t ab l i shxm hwlveq
slaughter, boning and/or processing of meat. 

BACKGROUND 
AQIS has requircd a zeta tolerance for ingesta, ficces, milk and --k: since AC=::otc= 
9N4. 

- -L--
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.h July 1996 theUSDA published a Final Rule which mandatedthe introductionof zL4CCP plans and s~tation 
standard operating procedures (SSOPs) in all  establishmentsthat supply to the USmarket. Zem tole ran^(: for 
visible coatamiaation of thecarcase by ingests, miUr and ~ ~ C C C Swas an important part of the Find Rule.US 
reviewers, and actions faken by USport-of-entry inspecton, have empbasised the importance the US p1a:es on 
zero tolerance &fwts. 

AQIS Meat Notice 96/38 required that LIACCP based guality assurancesystem were mandatory for all export 
registeredestabbmB andaspart of tbnotice it was therefbe mandatory for company's to develo? Standard 
OperatingProcedures and Work hshuctions. 

AQN Meat Notice 96/37 introduced Meat Hygiene Assessment (MHA) as a consistent and objective techmique for 
improving meat hygiene staadards. 

AQISMeatNotice 97/17 extended MHA from slaughterfloormonitoring, to boning room opera~oils,and 
chillcr/l?wzer/s~rageAoaciout.This notice made the point that detection of a zen,tolemce defict on acases  
selectedfor monitoring a f k  the pre-boningtrim,automaticallyrates this operationas -mcceptableaud Iriggxs 
corrective action in the form of increased monitoring and adjustment of the operation, regardicss ofthe ovr:ralI 
conformity a x  h r  theboning process. 

Inspection for zero tolerance Mhtsinboneless meat i s  the subject of EM0 285. Ifa zero tolerance defect is 
discovcrcd, re-inspection and dispositi~~of meat in that iaSpectiOnlot is asdescribed inEM0 286. The prC.Visiom 
o fEM0 285 and 286 arepicked up inMeat HygieneAssessment, as cartonaleat asmsmenr(CM).  Dexection of 
zero tolerance defects at CMA requires reinspectionofproduct lots, based on EM0 286. 

AQIS Meat Notice 9813 was issuedto address the p b i m  of zero tolerance ciefects incattle caused by bgesta. It 
requires occlusion of the oesaphagusprior to hoisting, toprevent contamination of the carcase and head by ingesta 

Zero tolerance isthe requirement for no (zero> level of macro-contamimtionby faeces, i n g e s ~urine and milk. Ifthe 
contamination i s  identifiable as faeces, ingesta, urine ormillc thenit willbe considered a zero totmace defect. 
Contaminationnot clearly identifiable asa zero tolerancedefict is not to be m e d  as azero talenuce defsct, 

Macro-contaminationis any contamhaion that is visible/obvious tothe observer. It includa meats or specks.
Contamination can originate h m any source otl the animal,suchas the gastro-intestinaltrzct, wool or hide. 

COMPANY WPONSIBILITIIES 
The mmpauy'sresponsibilityis toensure that they have an effectivesystem inpkzce that xi-il! en:uj't-a ;:er 3 ' h i t  is 
maintained for faeces, ingests, milk and urine. 



1. 	 ThCdeveloping of work instmctions by companies for supervisors, h e operrltors and.QA s t a f f  will underpin the 
&btivencss of the system to control zero tolerauce defects. These Workhtructions should outline how the 
employe will handle zero tolerance defectsdetected atthework station, during process monitoring, at trim stations 
and at Mproduct checks for the slaughterfloor, ofEd room, boning mom, bagging stations etc. 

Work instructionsshould emphasisethatwhen a zero tolerance defect is detected, there muse be 
immediate corrective action;and 
&ctive preventiveaction. 

Both corrective andpreventive actions should be documented in company monitoringand verification rwar~.  
These recoxdsare assessedby intendand externalaudit and provide the basis for verifying the company's control 
over the operating system. 

2. Corrective action must focus on 

a) 	 Actual product affectedby a ZTdefect. 
Inmost cases trimming of the affectedproduct is an acceptable corrective action. 7ke:reare two trimming 
options for dealing with theproduct immediately affected: 
[l] Trim the cmiwe on the spot, or 
p] 	 Tag the carcase for later trimmingand ensure the identification of the potentially contaminate6area at 

time of tagging. 

b) Product alreadyproduced fiom the timeofthe last clear check asrequired under MHA. 

3. 	 PFeVentive actionmust focus on ensUring that future product produced iskof zero tolerance defects. The area 
supervisorsand thc h e  operators areaccountable for ensuringpreventative action is effective end their work 
iustmtions shouldreflectthisaccountability. 

4. Verificationthat the system for controlling, reducing or eliminatin@;zera tolmmce defects is m d e ~control should 
be documented. 

AQIS REXPONSXBILITIES 
AQIS staffshall eflsurethat: 

1. allzerotol~cemacro-contamkmts C.leesta,faeces,urine,milk) ate correctly dcdt with; 
2. 	 the monitoring, corrective aad preventive actionprodwes with respect to zero tolermce in the IVMAm m d  

are followedand documentation under the NPMS reflect thisisoccurring. 

POINTS TONOTE: 

a) 	 The FSXS Review highlightedthe fact that urine contaminationisa problem. This is pGicula.dy so with hvtrted 
dressing systems for sheepand goats and is particularly difEcult toprevent in ewes. Inmales, urethraclii s arpliel 
to the penis are commonly used as a routine, and are reliableif applied early. Ifapplied 022n -anee& basis' after 
urine leakage has beendetectedthey arc not effective and there may stillbe urine conkuninztim of the 2rcae, 
which requires au extensive urine trim. 
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b) Urine and milk contamination may be difficult to identi@on the procesSing chain, but inboth case?f ie  
c o n e t i o n  must be dealt immediately by trimmingor &&g with identification of the potentidly 
contamhated arts for trimming later. 

It c m t  be assumed urineand milkare sterile, or only infected withmu-pathogenicorg&sms, and as a. r t d t  are 

low riskZTs. (3I.B: It is not uncommon ta have sub-clinical infections o f  both the udder and lower urinary tract, 
including the bladder, with orgaaismS thatcanbe potential food poisoning organisms eg: Bacillus cereus in the 
udder and E.wli in the lower urinary tract) 
a 	 Where there has beenUrine contimination and thishas been identified wilh a tag 8n. extensive urine bin1 shall 

be undertaken,as the extent of Urine contaminationcannot be easily determined. The extent of .ths are3 to be 
trimmedwillvary withthe type of dressing system. It is best Xthe urine fzimprocedure is deveIqcti, z.greed by 
both the company and OPS andthendocumented. 

c) 	Althoughbile isnot specificallyd e h d  as a zero tolerance defect, it is aninediblecontaminmt. Bike spiilrtge 
shouldbesubjecttoeffectivelrhmhg. 

d) As part ofthe c o d v e  action, the assessment and treatment of afEctedproduct, already prodxed f i ~ m?k.etime 
of the last clear check as required under the MHA,must be documented to substantiate any disposition rrac.e on the 
product. 


e) 	 whatever method ofverification that a company chmses touse, indications are thatthe FSIS Reviewer d l  assess 
effectiveness of the MHA or the IIACCP plan for controlling zero tolerance debts on the sfaughterfl.om,at the 
point immediately after the final trim. 

FURTHE&INFORMATION 

AQIS Meat Notice 944. 

AQIS Meat Notice 96/37. 

AQIS Meat Notice 96f38. 

MEA manual distributed with AQJS Meat Notice 97/5. 

AQE Meat Notice 97/17. 
AQIS Meat Notice 98/3. 
Export Meat Order 285 
Export'meatOrder 286 

Brian Macdonald 

Executive Manager 

Meat Inspection andFood Services Group 
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